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1 of 1 review helpful An introduction to Stephen Lawhead By Ark1836 This book is good though what I liked best 
about it was that it introduced me to Stephen Lawhead I ve become a fan of many of his books particularly his Robin 
Hood Trilogy and his outstanding book Patrick which is about the life of St Patrick I did not like this book as much as 
those other books largely because the pace on this book drags from time When I opened my eyes I was no longer in 
the world I knew Lewis Gillies is an American graduate student in Oxford who should be getting on with his life Yet 
for some reason he finds himself speeding north with his roommate Simon on a lark half heartedly searching for a long 
extinct creature allegedly spotted in a misty glen in Scotland Expecting little more than a weekend diversion Lewis 
accidently crosses through a mystical gateway where two wo From Publishers Weekly Lewis Gillies is pursuing 
graduate work in Celtic studies at Oxford when his rich roommate Simon Rawnson slips through a hole in a cairn to 
the land of the Tuatha de Danann With the help of an eccentric professor Lewis pursues Simon an 
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